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Autism Awareness - Jackson Family
Jacqui Jackson has seven children, four of whom are on the autism spectrum.  You may remember her son, Luke, wrote Freaks, 
Geeks and Asperger Syndrome in 2001, to great acclaim.  There is great public interest in Jacqui herself, and she is a regular 
speaker at conferences nationally and internationally. This interest has intensified rapidly since BBC2 televised their documentary 
on the Jackson family in July 2003.  My Family and Autism had viewing figures of 3.4 million (documentaries in this slot rarely get 
more than 2 million viewers), and it also renewed public interest in Luke’s book.  The interest generated by this programme has 
not abated and following the publication of her book, Multicoloured Mayhem there was much media interest, including the BBC 
drama Magnificent 7.

After gaining a first class honors degree in social science with the Open University, Jacqui has now successfully completed her 
doctorate and holds a Phd in design and sensory issues in ASD.

Jacqui is also a trustee and member of the Scientific and Advisory Committee for Research Autism along with some of the worlds 
leading authorities on autism spectrum disorders.  Research Autism is a charity which researches into interventions for people 
with ASD.

In between her hectic schedule she manages to prepare gluten and casein free meals for her three younger boys and vegetarian 
meals for her girls.

Ben Joe Luke

Touching
Uneven profile – “numbers guy”
Literal
Direct answers
Future planning
Playing with specific people
Unable to cope with changes
Honesty
Rolling objects
Obsession with yellow dummy
Hypersensitive skin – clothing
Time to think and recall
Giggles
Flapping
Oral misunderstanding
Literal meanings
Aggression
Development delays
Easily distracted

ADHD links with ASD
Good imagination – pet fish my mum 
tried to drown
Spinning dice
Easily distracted
Low eye contact
Aggression – broken arm
Stick on one thing
Language difficulties – literal meaning
Talked too long
Actually took in what was being said
Visual learner
Unaware of others feelings
Bounding and squeaking
Distracted
Obsession – reading and writing

Lights – calming and distracting
Lining up objects
Aggressive
One step behind the conversation
Unable to distinguish between pauses 
and stops
Obsessions – computers and guitars
Following speech
Rules
Rigid thinking
Unable to empathise
Unable to complete cycles
Specific date recall
Circle walking
Withdrawn in his own world
Unable to tune out background noise
Difficulty reading expressions
Screaming
Feeling of being different
It’s not an illness I can’t get cured.

Techniques & Methods
• Cycle & behaviour 

breaking
• Punch bag
• Symbols
• Visual planners
• Responsibility
• Practical reasons

• Meaningful
• Changes in  

practices
• Flexible
• Diet
• Core aim and goal
• Timetables

• Training & support 
for staff

• Set spaces for  
set tasks

• Broader timescales
• Makaton/signing
• Exercise

• Music
• Task – reward
• Consistency
• Communication 

between staff
•Listening to others
• Setting rules

• Getting to the 
point 

• Style of learner
• Achievements/

rewards
• 1:1 support
• Signage

• Skill building
• Positive  

enthusiasm
• Structure
• Lists
• Care plan  

reviewing


